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t.
le our researel we .have been 4 nvestigating the effects of a free choice4,program on childeen'S ability to.interpret, experiments., design simple inor

:vestigatjons, and recognize variables that,Aight affect the outcome-/of
obterved events.

We decided to him our program towards 9 - 13 year olds,

./

I.

both because Inhelder, And Piaget'

(1951) research indicated lhat this

group would be likely to profit freK ies.truction in inpos4htleg exper17
,o

..

ments and controlling variable* anOlbecause Illtie wOrlilias been done with
1

/

group1

that, age

.

..

A

Rather than a(tempt1lig to diagnOse -the experigmes appropriate for each
,
.

"

,

child, we are ,e.irrently exploring the,fegsibility of providing what we call

/

a free choice situation whet-4N participant" can choose' which of 0 Wide var.

iety of/hctivities they wish to pursue .and can determine to some extent
*
.

'howithey interact with the,ectivity.

,

Relevant to Plaget's emphasis in the importaece.6f,interaction with
objec(t and-organi,sms fpr the development of lodical reaonirig, we have asslimed that studefli,in a free choice environment Jill choose adtivities
,
'

,

...

)061217/w.

/

help ,them leran.

1

,

i

,

Clearly however, the characteristics of the

/

.

m will determine whaCand how much the students learn..

I

,

0

If most 10 year olds are given dolls and trucks or geiger counters and

.contrituges, they will Phhably'not choose experienCes which will ,floter
;44.

scientific reasoning: The'Materials rmtt, in some way, relate to the

,

.

dren's available knowledge and stimulate them tountover new telqtionships.
In this

we will discuss additional characteristics of a free choice

prognam which we-ha4t found influences how,students profit from the experi-

nce and how the program functions.

Thus, we will fo6is on activity format.,

.

4.

-2-

,

program leadership

,t

and student record keeping.

We will also discuss eval-

.

.

.

-

.

uation itrategies wHich we'have found useful in understanding better the
,

effects oA f the program on the indiv(dual.
,

-lt

.

Activity' FoTmat

The question we faced when choOsin§ an ajivity format was:

what method

of presentinglpthrities to students- promotes Lndependent,investigation?

.

.

Apparatus only. An early study involved proNAding a wide range of apparatus along with.demonstoations of suggested ways to use Ahe various materials'(Linn, Chen,'Thiei-, in press.). *Whole classes of children in their

regular classrooms participated.

1

,

Choiee of appai.atus.

Activities In. an individualized program mu'st re-

flect the interests of the children:

Theiefore, we asked a group of 11

year olds to list the science activities they would most like to do...,

From

these lists, which were quite general, like "work with chemicals," "make
things fly," and ."tnvestigate oil spilli," we developed apparatus foe about

30 different activities incrudiAg tesAing the atidity of various substancis,

flying rubber band=power0 airplanes, and saving goldfish.from oil spills.
-

Presentation of activities.

0

Student.s attended a project preview where

theY circulated around the room and all the apparatus for the program was
demonstrated by project Staff. .Following this prevkew, students seJected
their apparatus and did experiments.

They were asked toAke reports On

their reitkiti befOre changing to few apparatus.'
y

*.

A

t1

-Challenge and follow up 'format.. -We found (Linn, Chen, and
Tiller, 1975)
that studenxs were having difficulty divising experiments for unfamiliar
varlables.-.Thus we tried changinq our challenges into
activities and pro.

vided challenges without directions to encourage students to follow
up op
.

.

new ideas (see Figure 2).

I

,

5.*

During fhe activity phase specific rnstructions in
how to carry out an.
experiment are given.
he car'ries out one or

,

After the student is familiar with the apparatus,

5everaP challenges for which no directrons are given:

-MIS format appears to encourage indePendent
exploration more lhan the

A. othees we have tried.

Consistent with' other work (Linn, LeVine,,1976), it

C.
apPears that students are more likely to carry out gontrolled
ex0edmenes
.

0*-

//

,

for familiar variables'thaR for unfamiliar variables'.

Program leadershil3
*mar'

llkayfree choice activity program,'4 leadermust
at least be responsible
for organizational procedures such as,apparatus
distribution, technical
1/4

problems and s6pervisory clean up.

In this%case the leader couNi:encOurage %

the development of scientific reNning..'skills
by stimulating students,to
explore the role of particulai- variables and,to
design controlled experi.

gents.

,

We Will discu4,organizational Orocedures and instructional
:respon7

'.sibilties of leaders separately.

t

Orqanikation'Al procedures. Aln our fisrst program trial the leader was
rospahisible lor distributing apparatus from a central storage
area as well

AS keeping track of which student was doing what experiment.

This was

I.

4

'potsible'Only because We had several leaders present for each session.

in

our second trial we placed equipment for eachacttvity in
addrfferent box
and had the loader distribute the boxes.

We found that allowing student\s

to continue,with apparatus from one sessron to the neXt ci;sed severe
storage problems-in loost classrooms and meant that 'we
needed great quan,

a

tides of equipment if ,more than one class was doVng the'pro4ram,
4
,

As a result of these trials, we develo ed a format where altapparatus
1

unique to -en activity and the activity dir
ctions are placed in ice cream

cartons., The cartons are labeled'and stored on open shelves.

Apparatus.'

corn/Sri to several activitres is ptaced adjacent
to the 'shelves in a master
box.

Students select an activity, take the ice
cream carton,,get anjf ad-

ditional materials from the master box, carry out the activity, clean
up
and return the apparatus to shelves
and master bOx during one'visit to the

progeam (usually one hour).

A

Under these conditions the leader, is free. to
.

concentrate on other aspects of the program.

We have experimented with

having students record which activity they
.were doing but have found this
.

most effectivety:done by the legider.

Thus, the leader circulates arougdit e

room noting what activity each student is doihg and answering
questitm.1
One leader can managd thi.s prpgram for about
20 stuirts at once.
,
.

l

7

,

,

.

,

f

.
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4171nstruction in Experimentation

t

lb..

While experience with apparatus is necessary forthe development
of
.

.

1

,

scien0fic reasoning, instrUction appropriate to the abilities
of the stu" dents,might also be Us'eful.

We first tried providing an,introguction to

yarllees and experimentation where studenti air used
A
the same apparatus
a.

in directed experiments similar to the Science Curriculum Impebvement StOdy
(SCIS) format.

After the-introduction, the itudents participated in the

free choice program.

This first trial donvinced us that the free choice

program would be.more-appropriate as an enrIchment;program outside the
regular classroom and led perhaps by a paraprofessional or parent volun.teer.

We tried to provide an introduction compatible with the enrichment
conteRt.
s

-One.-approach-was to-include Ideas-aboo.t-iariableS-and ex[ierimentation; we,
joUnd tilis was an inaproprfate way to influence children's
bnderstanding

of' variables and experimentation.,

It seemed clear that instruction in experrmentation' ind variables
would
require an active leader.

The progmam at this point was,very successful in

involving students in experimentation.

We have explored both the role. of

7.

.

the leader in the,free choice envisronment and the role of a teacher supplementing-the free choice program.

.Role of leader in free Choice program:

Either parent volunteers or

paraprofessionals are the usual leaders in enrichment prbgra.ms such as this.
one.

The goal of making a program "teacher-free is sometlmes heard
from

proponents'of Computer Assisfed Instruction.
'often take the other side:

.

Piretiu, oriented educators

asértinp that drastic ch'anges in the teacher

Are needed to create a new program.

Furth and Wacks (1974) spent threb,

weeks in the summer, one week in the fall, and four days
a month thioughout
-

the Year training .one teacher to teach children how to think.
.

While this

-n-

procedure is effective, it is both time.consuming and expensive.
e:

ear

4

Ou'r first plan, then, wa

to devise a rather teacher4free prOgram--one
/

that would work no matter wilo the leader was*:

poteptial of the leader.to E
, for thJs.

Since we also,wanted the fall

realized, however, we had to create a means

Thus, we first devised procedures for students to check activi.

ties in and out themselves as noted,abova., The leader performed only truly

essentiat functions like ordering new supplies,and reminding students to
classes.(a freauent and flatterina.problem).
now free to talk to'the students.

The l-eader was

Sbbsequently, we fried havin'gthe leader

interview stUdents when Ihey finished their activities.

V

The interview was

designed to.find out what the child was thinking, not to evaluate.

.

We en-

,

couyaged the leader to ask any additionalereStIons that would help.clarify
.
.

what the child had done and what it meant.
,

4'

.

Ve were encouraqino Nte leader,
1--

from experiences as an inierviewer, to 8k thought-provoking
questions
r.ether than providing information.

Instruction in experimentation.

'bur instructional progrem ;n experi.

t
,

_?-1

mentation was designed to,be Ied by a'trained -teacher meeting with a group
of

udentsx sii
to egtlt
.

tides f or

fteen m
fiilutles.
Developed by Beni
.

Chen,

I)

th,s program is eciectic,, based on SCIS,
practical.eXperience, and Smedslund's

Idea of cognitive conflict.

The concepts of variable and fair experiment

are introduced for a familiar situation like a basketball game in the
ijrst
session.

Each additional session foctles'on an actillity from the free choice

program.

The students name fhe variables for this activity'and criticize
0

experiments proposed by thejeader.

Each "unfair" experiment is compared
,

to the basketbabl game.

Students are asketwhether it would.be "fairh to
'N)

have a lOvie-r hoop for one teap and then whether it would be fair
to relliase
)

one spheye from a lower posittonJf you wanted to find out which wguld'roll
a

furthest,

Unfair exPeriments are set up wilich Oeld logically unacceptable

results, students discuss why this happens,

Students are asked to set up

exOrlments which are discussed by ttiC group.

Results so far ind4cate that this form of instruction is quint effective.

"The relative irtiportance of the free choice program and the instruC-

-tion- is-currently -being investigkedr.

II appear4 thSt free clioice experi-

ence-with apparatus is much more effectiNie when combined with rnstructi'on
(see Linn, Chen and Thier, 1975; Chen and Wolimn, in preparation).

tudent Record Keeping

A problem which we found very difficult:to resolve is that of Student
record keeping.

Our obser4tion is that students prOfit from reflecting on

what,they find out witith one set of equipment before-going on to another
topic.

Methods which help students accomppsh this are generally perceived

negatively by the participants because they inwolve writin4and thinking
11

over What has been done-instead of doing something new:

,

It seems'reasonable to requestreporting of one sort or another whin

the Student changes activit e4 since this is a natural brealc-in his.inves-

tigatiOn,

In our fifst trial we reqoired students to draw or write reports

of what they found out using their equipment-.

Some students coMplained or

did not want to change equipment because theY did not want to,make reports.

In our second study both interviews and reports were useir(Figure 3).
itudents were encouraged to fill out the report form before the tnterview,

.

but these questions were asked during the interview if they had not been
answered beiorehand.

Students enjoyed discussing their experiments with

the leader, especially if something unexpected had happened.
was

This system

therefore, moreAppeaiing to the 'students than just writing reports,

but did not always lead to ref1ectio4 on.what had been done and took a
lot of leader time.

41.

in the later trials we have required students to answer questions
printed on the activity instructions (see Figure 2) but not required re*
ports.
Students are much happier with this arrangement and still reflect
before starting on a new activity.

For challenges we asked the students

to report orally to the-leader and the whole aroyp if there was interest.

Reports to the.N1up har eiften generated valuable discussions of experimentation.

I.

Reporting does appear to be a learning experience.

Written reports,

I

however, appear to provide practice im writing ratherthan to encourage

experimentation.

Oral reports on interviews seem most effectLye.

Short

answer questions focusing on the variables in each experiment are useful
And usually acceptable to students:
4111

Evaluation

We have been concerned WW1 whether our program is'accomplishing its
stated goals (improved ability to recognize and control variables) and with
4/hat,other effects the prograM might have.

10

Measuring scientific reasoning.

To measure ability to control variables

we first developed some grup measures.

These were apparatus related ques-

-,

tions presented on film.

.

o

Students wrote their'answers to each, pestibn.
,

,..

The procedure wis to bring in the'apparatus for the test such

ramp

.and rolling sphere,identify each element, demonstrate the apparatus, show
a short film Segment which gave a more detailed demonstration, read the first
question, show a film illustration of the question, allow all students to

answer the question, and rpad, watchband answer the remaining questions.
Some typical questions are shown in-Tigure A.
,

Questions covered recognition

of variables, controllimg variables, recognizing uncontrolled variables,
and interpreti-ng experiments.

We found that paper and pencil evaluation measures presented the same
problems we encountered when wecrequired students to write reports.
students ditlike writing.
writing.,

Many

The program does not teach or even depend on

In keeping with our philosophy.of evaluating in the same mode we

use for instruction, we decided to use interviews instead of. group tests.

a%
We have used interviews based on Piagetian'tasks like Bending Rods or
.

Spinning Wheels (Inhleder sPiaget, 1958) and,interviews we have devised

burselves (Linn & Levine, 976).

All have included active experimeptation,

by the subject, the subject's reasons for each emieriment and counter sug,

gestions posed by the interviewer.

Vi

These measures, since they.are similar

in format to.activ;ties used in the program, have been very useful.

Measurin9 how the program works.

Program outcomes have been assessed

by summarizing student reports and leader interviews done during the
free

,,

v-

-10-

V-

at

-

choice program (Linn, Chen/ & Thier, 1975).

Another approach has beeh.to

. report case studies (Linn, Chen, 8, Tiller, In press).

We have also looked
411ft

bt student choices, duration of, ae-tivity use, and.activity

popularilW

4

All ,of these approaches 6ve helped to effhctively characterize what
happens during the free choice program.

OutcoMes of this evaluation

ap7,

proach have indicated that subjects in the program behave in a manner com.
-

.

.

patibie with Piaget4s _Sta ge
t
of. concree'bpe*atiohs.
,
4
1,4

-6611ciusi:ortt.

.-.

.44
4

%.

tr,
ter

V.
i

!In the courseof our research on the behavior of in.dividu ais

i

n iree

choiceoprogram we have been guided py Piagetiah theory'. )Primarily we
found that trahslating theory.into p-raCtice_involves much trial and errorc'
t.

A

Many questions cannot-be answ4,
pTed by theory alone.
11.

.

.

On the other hand, we
\.

have found, the concept of concrete ope,ptions.to b'e a'fsuccinct way to,re-

late and exptain many diverse observations 1-11 our free(choice'program.

cie Fume found that program deveLopment prOvokes questions.about the

devetopment of logical reasoning and that investigation of these questions

facilitates developmeneof teaching procedures.

-example4.observations

In'a free choice program have suggested that students focus on the results'
of their experiments rattier than' the procedure.

That is, students are more

interested in making the slider go far than In finding out if one position
.is better than another.

O'ollowing..up this observa4n in an interview.
0
study (Linn and levqne, 1976), we found that 12 year oldi accept the results

-\\
o

te;

.

4

401
.,,

4
$

$

of mcontrOILO experiments ektin when they.appeae. quAte-un'reasonable. .For
,..

Phstancet'sdbjects.accepted
that
a,smallei, marble tould hit a*target farther'
.
,
,

:.

.!

- ,

.

.

,

than a laege'r marble.4en they watched. an uncontrolled eAperiment.

i-

,-..

.,

,

now investigating the 1m4lication

We are -,

Apf this finding for die teaching pro-

grim.

.

)Many, questions are still unanswered. Ilk have a better understanding
of how.the leader can 'foster sdientific reas.oning, how to design activity
di.eections to encou'rage individual.expioration, how to structure student
r

-participation,to encourage reflection amdlhow to evaldate student progres:.

We will be cont*nuing to try oup variat46ns of freetchoice p'rograms to de_

: termine how best to provide an enjoyable program.which is likely to-improve
#

the students scientific .reasoni.ng ability. f"'

.

.

,

_rf,

Throughout our early work the development and triar,of-activities has
provided the laboratory In which to carry out our research on reasoning.
The

evlement of activities Of high rnterest to participants has'provided

us with a reproducibleet of'conditions i.n which to'study thildren's reasonIng.
s

All variables cannot be cont.rolled because the'program is.onty one

aspect of the child's school and life experi-ence.
s'o

We now knowsdme of the parametersof a free choicit experience: jiy
Careful on-site evaluation tomblned with results from i vaeiety ofmeasures

of Intellectuai.development and sctantific reasoning, we are starting,to.
understand the mosaic of the chimilik behavioe' in the free choice situation.

1.

t_

%
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Challenge Fprmit for Activities

a

4.

15

-.

SNAILVALlt
,

.

.

.

Challenge) Try tO get a swill o walk 'across a plastic cirge placed qn a
table.- Start the snail 3 feet akvay frOm the circle. Seci the spail will
cross the circle 3 out of t5 trials.. Complete the experi ent in one hotir.
.Materials
t3

1

2 lights.
2 reflectDrs
Solution

Set up.a light source and 'reflector and turn it on. - Place 2 or 3 snails
in front of it.
1.

r Which way 'do the snails move? (Descrtbe or draw a picture,.)
44

What variables are affecting the snails in this experiment-7

Hold a turned on light source behind a snail 'and keep moving it
towards the snail as the snail moves.
2.

happensq
1

-

WtFtTariables do you think the snail,is responding to in this experiment?1
Using, the light source in this way, see if you can solve the problem.of getting
the snail to walk across tlie circle.

[.Describe your solution.

ITry to find ftiother way to solve the problem.

Si

MCLANE]) PLANE
I.

Get a block of wood to slide down an inclined.plane
1s,16 Centimeters high at one end.

1C1J-ALLENGE

Materials
1 rubber coated sliding board
15 spacing blocks
1 formica 'coated block

-

salt
sand
flour

.

-.) .

.

_

Solution
1.

Set up the inclined plane with 5 spaciag blockg. (Each block is 2

centimeters.)

spacing blocks

inclined plane
*A.

-

2. Try sliding the block down the board, sprinkle flou1- on the board.
I

.

I

I

3. One variable is the height of the inetined plane. Another is the
-surface that-the board sildes on. Try using .sand, salt, add flour on the
plane. Try other variables that you think of:

4

NEW CHALLENGE: Do an experiment td show whether a heavy or

light block slides down an incline more easily.

i

z,4

I.

VIP

404

.1

f
0

wfS

0

a
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BOILED

idOS

ACTIVITY: Find three ways to tellIf an egg is raw or hard boiled
without breaking the shell.
7.

MATEN.114aS

. (Mi3)-in Master-BOx

2 eggs: 1 hard boiled, 1 rawcontairier (MB)
salt .(MB)

f

.

.

teaspoon (MB)
heaWlight Source (MB)
.

,

DIRECTIONS

S.

1.

You have two eggs. One of the eggs is raw. The other is
hard boiled. Mark one of the eggs with your pencil so you can tell
them afkkh
.. 4, Now think of.ways these eggs .might differ. I These'are
variablesf.For example they might differ In size or color.

2.

Try these expetiments. Add-any experiments that you think of.
Result for
Unmarked Egg
1.

Result for
Marked Egg

Tap the eggs. How
do they sound?.

.

,

Efold the eggs up to

the light. Can you
see through them?'

Spin the eggs, count
the number of spins.

e

Make a salt water
solution, with l'spoon
of .salt for each cup of
water. Do the eggs
sink or float?
5. Your expefiment:
(describe)

0

$Sfl

3.,

Boiled eggs spin More than unboiled eggs.
Which 'of your eggs was boiled?

.Unmarked

S.

Marked

you'can't see through an egg, do you think you could spin It s6 it
% No
Explain.
would go arOund -five times? Yes

ROILED EGGS

CHALLENGt #1: Find a way to tell'an egg boiled for three minutes
from an egg boiled for six minutv.
In

BOILED EGGS

CHALLENGE #2: Find another way to tell if an egg is raw or boiled
Nithout cracking it.
"(

20

DON'T TIP THE RAFT
a.

_

ACTIVITY : See how many washers you can place on the yellow and the

blue raft without oausing them to tip over or sink.
t.

(MB)- in Master Box

MATERIALS

Yellow raft
Blue raft
Red raft
Green mystery raff(For .Challenge)

Bowl (MB)-

,

Water supply
Paper towels (MB)
Container of ir5 washers (MB)
./

DIRECTIONS
4.

1. ,Add waterto your bowl.

4

2. Put your yellow raft in the
watet. Add washer's until it
tips or sinks.

How many does it hold?
washers .
3.

Do the same with the

blue taft.
,

.4.

Look at the red raft. How
many washers do you firedict
it will hold?
'Washers.

xow manY does .it hold?
J

wathers.

Try it. How many does it hold?
washers.
.

The thicknes of the 'rafts changes in these activities. it is a variable; -What
does making the raft thicker do to the mimbet of washeks it can-hold?
L
4riniommolla

'yr

What things are the same about these rafts?

Ft

1

f

[DON'T TIP THE RAFT
Predict how many washerg you think the green
.ciwashers
mystery raft will hold.
How did you decide?

CHALLENGE #1:

DO the experiment. Results: It held

washers.

,11

,`;

DON'T TIP THE RAFT
CHALLENGE #2: Get the blue raft to flot ,with 6 more washers on it

an the green raft held.

How Idid you do it?

DON't TIP THE RAFT
CHALLENGE #3':
!

Get the blue raft to shik or tip with 6 fewer washers
on it than the gieen raft held.
How did you do it?

4
22

FIGURE 3

Student Report and interview Form'

'.
a.

Student Report Form
_

Name

Date

1

Title o ,Experiment:

Description of Experiment':

(What^you are.going to do.)

Variables:

What you changed.

HoW you changed it.

Results:

Interview

What project dLd you choose?
About how long (how many hours) did you spend on this project?
What did You like the least abodt this project?
When did you need help from the leader?

Why?

Why?

What other challenges for these mattrials did you try?
./

What did you find out about that wasn't asked for in the instructions?
Now, tell me in your own words what'you did while you,were working on this
project, and how you felt about it. (The answer will be TAPED. In taping,
first give your name, the date, and the activity used before answering the
questions.)'

r

FIGURE
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Examples of Questions on Ability to Contyol Variables

J

of

Z;

1. Suppose you want.to fidd out whether tilie rqd sphere
orthe tan'sphere might
make the target move farther. To find out you could
release/each sphere
and let it hit the target as shpwn

*00

t High

Light Target
At Which 4*Isition would.yo.0 start the i-ed sphere?

High

Middle

Low

At which position would you sIart the tan sphere?
High

Middle

(Circle your choice)

(Circle your choice)

Low_

Please explain how you 'Chose your answer.

2. Surnose Bill wants to rro-re that tht high position is better
,tban the low
pcsiticn to mnLe the target go far. He does these experiments:

Trial 1
14,

Heavy Target.

Trial 2

Heavy Target

Berbera says he can't find out by doing these experiments.
she said that?
Hot could you improve the experiments?

Why do you think

